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ABSTRACT:    

Unlike most communities, the aboriginal community in Australia lead a different life in 

Torres Strait islands as the European settlers had them in their control, the birth mothers were 

never allowed to feed their new born babies as it will create a bond between them. This 

rational fear of mothers that want to keep their child will be banished and killed in most 

cases. When an aboriginal child is born, it is directly abducted by the government to become 

a slave for the whites. This was legal under all the morals, segregation was legal, slavery was 

legal and so separating the mother and child was legal too. Many of the European settlers 

started to use legality as a guide to morality. It took them generation and generation to 

understand that legality will never equal to morality. The people of the community went by, 

“Challenge Authority! All Authority” this killed almost half of the population. The 

community always wanted to cultivate a society that prioritizes love and harmony over 

animosity and conflict, while a baby is born the major nutrient is absorbed through liquid 

gold also known as breastmilk. Through thick and thin the war proceeded to save their 

children. Most women of that time where kept in cages so they don’t potentially escape the 

wards. This was a cunning way that the British maintained to grow their slave community.  

KEYWORDS: Feeding, Abducting, Infants, Terror, Slaves, Wages, Breastmilk, Fear, 

Lactation. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Majority of the woman who birth, were always given birth under trivial conditions, they are 

not shown any form of professional help, no mid wives to get them through to postpartum 

depression. The milk was mostly used for the native medical conditions as medicines for 

number of diseases. The right of a mother was taken away at that point, which cannot be 

questioned by anyone. As most woman was out of the habit of feeding their children, they 

have started to die from unknown diseases. Even after the increased death rates, the British 
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refused to care about what was happening around them. Unless they realized the lack of 

woman who were around them for birthing slaves for the, the children were trained to work 

the most difficult jobs which even the British refused to perform in most cases. Handling hot 

tar and ploughing was few to pick up name in this scenario. 

 

OBJECTIVE: 

Gaining the attention of White supremist has never worked or ended well in most cases, 

sitting in one’s land and ruling them over taking all of their belonging including their birth 

right was not a fair game under any circumstances. When they started to take the children for 

grooming the only thing that comes to their mind is free labour, getting effective work done 

by them along with which, they did prostitution with the young woman of the community. It 

was forceful in almost all cases which brought them plenty of money. Earning money by the 

government and still not being taxed was the highest achievement for the Whites, on the 

other hand the people who were working for minimum to low wages were levied heavy 

charges. But how-ever the rates of aboriginal to non-aboriginal breastfeeding rates were high 

to low. The rates were calculated based on post British era which definitely made huge 

changes. The fallout of the era was the best thing that happened to the aboriginal community 

considering the plenty they have gone through. The initial research found out most mothers 

had to pump their milk and provide it to their children secretly or else they will be executed. 

But the British found this way of feeding so they had to remove the child from the mother as 

soon as they are given birth, the mothers in most cases are not treated, the umbilical cord is 

not even cut with sanitized products, they just use their hands and rip it off. The entire set of 

generation was simply called “Stolen Generation” for this fact, not everyone entertained this 

behavior, this was a part of making the first nations vanish from the history of Australia to 

keep it as a white land.  

 

Slow pace work, day after day the British became arrogant towards the blokes of the 

land. No one from the aboriginal community had the guts to raise their voice towards them, 

they were scared of getting executed. This fear kept them in their gates of slavery, this has 

costed them losing their children in return, the taxes they were given for existing in their own 

home was beyond line. This defines how powerful the machinery they owned for attacking 

the people that used handmade weapons, the commitment they had for colonizing land after 

land made them the most powerful domination in the world. From establishing trade to 

stealing babies they were renowned for their miseries throughout. The stealing brought them 

and humbled while all the places that they set their lands fumbled and crashed.  

 

After segregating the people, the mothers have been killed due to the illness, the 

whites gave the family no chance to go through the fault on their side, they blamed the 

community for not feeding them enough even after declining the medical forces to take care 

of them. The lack of medical guidance has ripped the health of several woman and infants, 

the mediocre treatment provided by mid wives during that age, they took a very huge rage by 

slapping and abusing the black women while they were giving birth. They went through all of 

this just because they wanted to hold their child in their hands, but due to the legal rules, they 
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take away their new born away in no time, this caused immeasurable pain to the birth 

mothers. Usually they do not keep the birth mother and the new born in the same place as 

they knew it creates ruckus among both the black and the white community, as men of the 

community tend to sneak in and steal their own children to bring back to the actual homes 

where they belonged. So, they ruthlessly carry the children around the continent in no proper 

care, this triggered many people. Stating this the British had no idea of how to take care of 

the infants as they are usually sent along to the institutions along with the armed soldiers for 

further protection to avoid getting killed in the middle of the journey. Most common 

procedure that was done later on was these children were kidnapped at a very young age and 

left as orphans during their teen age, which caused them to become thieves. Sliding from 

stealing in most cases from higher authorities to the poor, the blacks saw no mercy. The 

whites refused to take responsible for their irresponsible behavior. This brought in chaos 

among the community, the negligence of this behavior was rough even the innocents were 

put behind the bars when there were no potential cases for them to take and proceed. The 

minimum wage provided for the community did not meet the needs that they had to provide 

for the family, especially for their pregnant wives. 

 

IMPORTANCE: 

The greater number of people who got involved in the process of separation is high, from the 

government officials to the crowns got involved, they treated these children so bad that they 

used to throw pennies at that children in institution like they were feeding ducks in a pond. 

The way which the rich behaved towards these children has no way of explaining this act and 

talk positive about themselves. Crown supremacy had the innumerable death count in every 

place that they set their terrible marks in all places. When the baby is born the direct district 

takes away the infant and does not even let the new born and mother have skin to skin, this 

has caused syndromes to the children, which they mentioned as unnamed disease, due to lack 

of medical knowledge during that age. The more aboriginal and stolen generation people 

open up about their traumas to the new generation we get to understand the deep routed pain, 

the softer spot one has earned is the more the hate deep routes for another.  

 

On the other hand, the greater number of people are dead, the government had to hide 

it from the general public as no one cared enough, hundreds of dead infants thrown or fed to 

the wild. They called the natives barbaric as they couldn’t follow simple mannerisms like the 

Europeans. This created an epic radiation of people going on strike as they saw how their 

roots being abolished while the children of the rich getting an extreme opposite treatment and 

the natives becoming nannies for them, this gave them a sense of fear, the lives of white 

children were in the hands of blacks but still the children were treated in a better way than the 

whites could ever imagine, this was not because they were scared for their lives, this was 

because they had a hope that some other day their children will also be treated the same. 

They wanted the kids to have a warm home, they provided it.  

 

The toxic pattern that they have created with one another has wrecked so many 

families and killed huge number of children. Not only they restricted the food of infants, but 
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also killed the wildlife so the natives do not get any food, this was a major step as mother 

nature provided food for her children of the land. They had hunt down every animal that was 

roaming around in the sets of Australian land. The people who did not follow the commands 

of the Europeans were also shot to death. Similar occurrences have happened all around the 

world and made life tough for people in every other continent they had to go.  

 

CONCLUSION:  

No matter how much the whites has taunted and haunted the natives, irrespective of it, they 

treated the children of the white in a way no one got hurt or felt unsafe, there was not a single 

case filed against them for being a bad personality. But still they found ways to frame the 

people and put them behind the bars of the. They were stopped from feeding and latching 

their new born babies was the baseless cruelty they did for everyone of the community, the 

explanation where this cruelty was justified is not found, the treatment they provide for 

indigenioius community is just another name for making one’s life miserable. Upcoming 

generation should know black people were slaved and not enslaved, as all the texts shows us 

about two different oppression in humanity, they should not believe that slavery was in them 

it is just that continent where whites rooted the system of slavery throughout. The racial wage 

gap would have come to an end if the British corrected their act and stood by their words. 

Due to their unacceptable behavior, many lives have been lost in the journey which has not 

ended even after centuries. The way people still misuse Luther’s quotes against the 

community shows us how the people have been kept in brain cages and never had a chance to 

think outside the box. 
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